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The Morgan Art of Papermaking Conservatory & Educational 
Foundation is delighted to announce another full schedule  
of summer workshops. This summer, we will host a hybrid  
workshop season that will incorporate 10 in-person workshops 
and 13 virtual workshops to accommodate all our students. 
In-person workshops will look a bit different as we continue  
to maintain vigilance towards COVID-19. This will include smaller 
class sizes, robust use of our outdoor garden space, mask wearing  
and social distancing as dictated by CDC guidelines, and  
sanitization practices. As always, our workshops strive to provide 
the opportunity to learn craft traditions and creative techniques 
developed by artists in hand papermaking, letterpress printing, 
and the art of the book. We are looking forward to opening  
our doors and Zoom screens to you this summer and creating  
art together.

Workshop Registration
You can register for a workshop online at  
www.MorganConservatory.org or by calling us at 216.361.9255.

Interested in becoming a member of the Morgan?
A 12-Month Artist Membership includes:

●  10% discount in the store

●  Discounts on workshops

●  $10 discount on each Open Studio session

●  And more! 

Please visit our website for more information:  
www.MorganConservatory.org

On the Cover: Mother, by Anna Tararova.



VIRTUAL~ The Sewn  
Journal Sketchbook
211BK01
Taught by Stephanie Wolff 
May 11 | 5:00–8:00 | $65
A sewn journal sketchbook is an ideal introduction 
to traditional bindings. This book is lightweight, 
durable, and perfect for wet or dry media.

Japanese Papermaking
211PA01
Taught by Michaelle Marschall
May 15–16 | 10:00–4:00 | $200
Introduce yourself to traditional and non-tradi- 
tional Japanese papermaking and learn to create 
beautiful sheets of washi from start to finish.

VIRTUAL~ Paper Cut Portraits
211MT01
Taught by Janelle Washington
May 25 | 6:00–8:00 | $75
With cardstock, a craft knife, and a portraiture  
photo, create a beautiful cut paper portrait and 
learn beginner paper cutting techniques.

Medieval Manuscripts  
and Illuminated Letters
211MT02
Taught by Madison Bennett
June 5 | 10:00–4:00 | $150
Medieval manuscripts really knew how to, “light 
up,” the page. Introduce yourself to blackletter 
calligraphy and illumination with precious metals.

VIRTUAL~ The Phabulous  
Photo Album
211BK02
Taught by Elissa Campbell
June 7–8 | 7:00–9:00 | $130
Get your photos off your phone and into your 
hands, while learning a new binding technique  
with this elegant stab-bound photo album.

Paper Marbling 
and Coptic Binding
211MT03
Taught by Jenniffer Omaitz
June 12-13 | 10:00-4:00 | $225
Spend your weekend learning two historic tech-
niques. Your first day will be marbling paper to use 
in your Coptic bound book the following day.
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VIRTUAL~ Get to Know  
Your Tabletop Platen Press
211PR01
Taught by Bridget Lewis
June 14 | 6:00–8:00 | $65
Learn the basics of operating a tabletop platen 
press with type and photopolymer plates.

VIRTUAL~ Moving Circles:  
Volvelles
211BK03
Taught by Stephanie Wolff
June 22 | 6:00–8:00 | $65
Volvelles, or wheel charts, are a great way to 
convey information and are fun to make as 
cards, gifts, or to include in artist books. 

Butterfly Wing Paper
211PA02
Taught by Hannah O’Hare Bennett
June 26-27 | 10:00–4:00 | $230
Build thin sheets of handmade paper using 
frames and a matrix of thread. This sculptural 
technique is great for any artist’s toolbox.

VIRTUAL~ Poking Fun
211MT04
Taught by Candace Hicks
June 28 | 6:00–8:00 | $65
Embroidery can add an array of elements to a 
project on fabric or paper. Learn how to incor-
porate both text and images through stitch.

VIRTUAL~ A Satisfaction  
of Movable Mechanisms
211MT05
Taught by Shawn Sheehy
July 6, 13, 20, 27 | 6:00–8:00 | $175
Over four weeks build ten moveable cards that 
demonstrate a wide range of possibilities and 
bind them into a simple sample book.

Relief from Relief:  
Papercasting
211PA03
Taught by Tom Balbo
July 10-11 | 10:00–4:00 | $240
Create dimensional pieces through papercast-
ing—a unique process created using pigmented 
paper pulp, everyday objects, and a vacuum. 



Workshops continued on back >

VIRTUAL~ Encaustic on Paper
211MT05
Taught by Radha Pandey
July 14 | 11:00–1:00 | $75
Encaustic is a versatile technique used to create 
a beautiful, unique look and feel to your work 
through wax painting.

African Mark Making  
on Paper and Fabric
211MT06
Taught by Tony Williams
July 17–18 | 10:00 am–4:00 pm | $240
Explore African designs and Adire patterns 
while discovering the art of mark making using  
a variety of tools and techniques.

VIRTUAL~ Masu Boxes  
and Storage Books
211BK04
Taught by Amanda D’Amico
July 19 | 5:00–8:00 | $75
The Masu Box, or “measurement box,” is a 
square box used to store items, but can also be 
adapted to make sculptural book objects.

Carp-e Diem: Fish Skin Processing 
and Use in Bookbinding
211BK05
Taught by Andrew Mancuso
July 24 | 10:00–4:00 | $115
Fish skin is a strong, versatile, and inexpensive 
material. Learn how to process and incorporate 
this leather-like material in bookbinding. 

VIRTUAL~ Suminagashi:  
The Art of Japanese Marbling
211MT07 
Taught by Linh My Truong
July 26 | 5:00–8:00 | $75
Suminagashi, translates to “floating ink.” This 
marbling technique creates swirling, monoprint 
patterns, that can be printed on paper.

VIRTUAL~ Calligraphy:  
Essential Hands
211MT08
Taught by Madison Bennett
August 2 & 9 | 5:00–8:00 | $200
Dip your toes into the history and creation of 
Roman Capitals and Humanistic Minuscule, 
two fonts that are the mainstays of beginner’s 
calligraphy.



VIRTUAL~ Miniature Zines
211BK06
Taught by Emily Poor
August 3 | 5:00–8:00 | $65
Made from one sheet of paper, miniature zines 
condense your ideas into digestible pages that 
are informative, cute, and fit in your pocket.

Natural Dyes on Paper
211MT09
Taught by Maggie Latham
August 7-8 | 10:00–4:00 | $200
Customize paper using eco-friendly dye baths 
made from beneficial plants. Dyeing fiber is a 
great way to tailor materials for future use.

Pulp and Print: Screen Printing  
on Handmade Paper
211PA04   A COLLABORATION WITH ZYGOTE PRESS
Taught by Anna Tararova
August 14–15 | 10:00–4:00 | $200
Join the Morgan and Zygote Press for two 
weeks of workshops. Create custom paper at 
the Morgan to use the following weekend for 
screen printing at Zygote.

VIRTUAL~ Book Sculpture  
for Beginners
211BK07
Taught by Boo Paterson
August 23 | 3:00–6:00 | $75
Some books beg to be transformed. Learn best 
practices on how to select, prepare, and alter a 
book into a 3-dimensional sculpture.

Pochoir En Plein Air
211PR02
Taught by Beth Sheehan
August 28 | 10:00–4:00 | $130
Pochoir, or stenciling, is an engaging method of 
printing with minimal equipment, and can even 
be done on 3-dimensional surfaces.
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